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Abstract

Between 2011 and 2014 we carried out radial velocity measurements of 26 bright
galactic Cepheids (V > 11m), in order to identify previously unknown spectroscopic binaries among the program stars, and to determine or refine the orbital
elements of the known binaries, if possible.
We used the 0.5 m RC telescope and a fiber-fed spectrograph of the Gothard Astrophysical Observatory of Eötvös Loránd University, Szombathely, installed in
the fall of 2011. The spectrograph is the eShel system of the French Shelyak Instruments, with a resolving power of R = 11000 in the full optical region. Using
dozens of metallic lines from the whole covered spectral range, we are able to
measure radial velocities down to the precision of approx. +/- 100 m/s. Thanks
to the portability of the spectrograph, we could carry out observations using the
1m RCC telescope at Piszkéstető Mountain Station of the Konkoly Observatory
as well.
As of early 2014 we compiled precise pulsational velocity phase curves of 26 galactic Cepheids, including the first radial velocity measurements of V411 Aql. Based
on our observations we identified the Cepheids V1344 Aql and FN Aql as members of spectroscopic binary (SB) systems. Our observations of AW Per and T
Mon might contribute to more accurate orbital solutions for both systems.
Radial velocity monitoring of a large number of Cepheids will be essential in
finding more long-period SBs among them. In practice, the orbital radial velocity variation of the Cepheid component is superimposed on the RV variations of
pulsational origin. Beside space probe measurements, regular ground-based observations with sub-meter telescopes are excellent tools to follow the long term
variability of binary systems in order to determine their orbital elements.
Data to be obtained with the Gaia astrometric space probe (launched on 19 December 2013) will certainly result in revealing many new spectroscopic binaries
among Cepheids brighter than 13-14th magnitude.
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